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99 problems

Lack of school space
No heating
No projectors, printers, laptops
No labs
Small salaries
Poor libraries
Lack of discipline
Lack of financial autonomy
No psychologist, pedagogue, support staff



Spending in education

Kosovo, 1.8 million inhabitants

GDP: 5,327 million Euro (4.3% education)

Slovenia, 2.1 million inhabitants

GDP: 43,745 million Euro (6.4% education)

KS: 260 million Euro, 70% in salaries 



Blaming teachers

“they are not motivated”

“they are not well trained”

“they do not prepare 
before coming to class”



How are teachers supported

Trainings and guidebooks

• on methodology, not content

Kosovo Curriculum Framework (2011)

• Intensive trainings: 10 + 82 pilot schools

• Core Curricula

• Implementation guidebooks



What is new? 

year – stage

subject – field

nssessment: numerical – ABCD

number of classes – sciences and languages 
have less hours per week

“go beyond books”



Jargon



Scaffolding vs. foundation



Textbooks Today



Geography 7



Geography 7



Physics 6-9

“besides scientific mistakes, the books are 
ridden with technical, language and pedagogical 
mistakes…These books should not be allowed in 
circulation or must be edited and reprinted 
before being allowed in classrooms”

Ardian Gojani, phd Physics  



Albanian Language: Readers

“didactic material in some textbooks is not 
chosen well and does not allow students to 
work independently, think critically, debate, 
experiment and apply their knowledge in 
practice. In turn, encouraging rote learning.” 

Instituti Pedagogjik 2013



Gjuhë: Leximi Letrar



Good Textbook?

“It discusses a set of topics particularly relevant 
to students of this age: sports, theatre, music, 
design, as well as linguistics.
Although this is a language textbook, graphics, 
tables and films are extensively used.
The textbook efficiently teaches learners how to 
communicate via text, speech, even how to 
efficiently read newspapers.”

BELMA, Estonian 6



Why such poor textbooks in Kosovo?

“at least we removed communist ideology from 
books”

“we drafted and published books in 3 months”

in 10 years, they were not edited, just reprinted



Go beyond textbooks: mother tongue

Students read little:

10% : > 3 books

60% : 1-2 books

30% : 0 books

Books expensive:

250 translated world 
literature 

3-6 Euro/piece



Go beyond textbooks: geography

Kosovo National Library:
“Evropa” and “Gjeografia”: 8 
titles (1980)
“Gjeografia”: 376 titles 
• on Preshevo Valley (2015)
• on continents (excluding 

Europe) (2014)
• Cultural geography (2012)
“Evropa”: 293 titles
• mainly political economy of EU

National Library Austria
• “Geographie”: 42,411 titles, 

6,025 on European Geography



Kosovo Standards for Textbooks

Follows the curriculum
Consistence of material from year to year
Learning units relevant to the subject
Age appropriate
Start with easier and move on to harder lessons
Encourage critical thinking
Take into account infrastructure in place
Transparent so students can work independently
Mistake free and clear language
Lacks bias (gender)
Good illustrations and photographs
Clear references
Teacher’s book



Textbooks in Switzerland - LMV

Step 1: Demand Analysis: do we need this book? 

Publishing House, Office for Primary Education, Teachers

Step 2: Draft concept – what should the book contain?

Textbook Commission and Education Board

Step 3: Buy or produce?

Scanning the market for similar books



LMV

Steps 4 - 6: Didactic Concept Paper (30 pages, 
details for each chapter) and development plan

What materials help implementation of 
curriculum? (Gjeografi)

Education Board and Textbook Commission 



Key Issues

“teachers are key in textbook drafting and 
production process. They are the primary users. 
We always consult them. As well as the Faculty 
of Education since they work with future 
teachers.” 

Editor, LMV

Students: Piloting



BELMA Prize



Next Steps

Establishing the “Kosovo Commission for Textbooks“

Reviewing current textbooks

Translating science books: Swiss and Albanian model 

Training teachers and editors, illustrators…how to meet 
Standards for Textbooks

Making new literature available in school libraries

(and grants for new literature or translations)


